ABSTRACT Attention-based deep learning model as a human-centered smart technology has become the state-of-the-art method in addressing relation extraction, while implementing natural language processing. How to effectively improve the computational performance of that model has always been a research focus in both academic and industrial communities. Generally, the structures of model would greatly affect the final results of relation extraction. In this article, a deep learning model with a novel structure is proposed. In our model, after incorporating the highway network into a bidirectional gated recurrent unit, the attention mechanism is additionally utilized in an effort to assign weights of key issues in the network structure. Here, the introduction of highway network could enable the proposed model to capture much more semantic information. Experiments on a popular benchmark data set are conducted, and the results demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms some existing relation extraction methods. Furthermore, the performance of our method is also tested in the analysis of geological data, where the relation extraction in Chinese geological field is addressed and a satisfactory display result is achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Natural language processing (NLP) as an active research area in artificial intelligence fulfills computational tasks for large natural language data, including character, word, sentence, text, and many others. Then, relation extraction as an important sub task of NLP is critical to achieving natural language generation and understanding. It extracts semantic relationships between two entities from texts [1] , [2] . The extracting process is coordinated through the use of some machine learning algorithms, e.g., kernelbased methods, in some applications [3] , [4] .
Recently, as one of the popular topics in machine learning, deep learning has achieved amazing performance in many fields, such as computer vision, speech recognition, and relation extraction, and many others [5] - [8] . Deep learning simulates human brain to construct models and extracts useful information from large-scale dataset automatically, without handcrafted features and lexical resources. Convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) are two popular approaches of deep learning. The main difference between them lies in the network architecture. The former usually consists of a convolution layer, pooling layer, and nonlinear layer. The latter mostly contains an unidirectional or bidirectional RNN layer which could capture memory of historical information through a gating mechanism. Deep learning methods used for rela-tion extraction usually utilize word representation as the input of CNN or RNN model [9] . More complicated features are captured and the representation of relationships between two entities are generated by the model. Generally, deep learning methods require a large amount of manually labeled data, which spend much additional time and cost [10] . In response to this limitation, the idea of distant supervision was proposed [11] . Distant supervision assumes that a sentence including two entities implicates the relation of this entity pair in knowledge bases. Based on this hypothesis, unlabeled corpus could be aligned with knowledge bases. Distant supervision effectively solves the problem of manually labeling and enables deep learning model to become the state-of-the-art method in the task of relation extraction [12] - [14] .
Furthermore, RNN models, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [15] and gated recurrent unit (GRU) [16] , could capture long short-term dependencies through the gating mechanism. GRU is a popular variant of LSTM with less gating units and higher efficiency [17] . Then, GRU has been widely used in many NLP tasks. For example, the GRU model was used in the realization of neural responding machine [18] and the implementation of language model [19] . Due to the introduction of gating mechanism, LSTM and GRU models have shown satisfactory performance in the sequence learning tasks, such as machine translation, speech recognition, and relation extraction especially [20] .
In addition to the above works, some novel neural networks (NNs) are also developed in order to further improve the computational performance. Highway network is a special NN framework proposed recently [21] . It learns to control the flow of information through a network by the use of gating units as well. The proposal of highway network is with the purpose of designing an extremely deep and efficient network. Specifically, in NLP field, it has been verified that the addition of highway network could extract much more comprehensive semantics features when constructing a language model [22] .
Motivated by it, in this article, we focus on the application of highway network in the task of distant supervised relation extraction. A highly effective relation extraction method is accordingly proposed by incorporating highway network into a bidirectional GRU (BGRU) model. Additionally, in the proposed method, the attention mechanism is also utilized to assign weights of words and sentences. We call the proposed model as attention-based BGRU and highway network (Att-BGRU-HN) model. The use of highway network between BGRU and attention mechanism could play a key role in extracting the most important features between words comprehensively. A popular benchmark dataset, i.e., New York Times corpus aligned with Freebase [23] , is used to test the performance of our method. And the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model achieves significant improvements compared with the single attentionbased BGRU (Att-BGRU) model and some popular relation extraction models using distant supervision.
Finally, we employ the proposed model to the analysis of Chinese geological data. Considering that the proposed model could address relation extraction with a fixed number of specified relation classes, it is exactly suitable for the data analysis in geological field with limited types of relationship. It is noted that the word segmentation is necessary for Chinese relation extraction. On the basis of distant supervision hypothesis, we align segmented Chinese sentences acquired by Baidu encyclopedia crawler with three tuple set from Chinese geological thesaurus. These labeled sentences are fed to our model to capture semantic features and obtain the representation of relations. The experimental results also show that our model achieves satisfactory performance for relation extraction in the geological field.
Here, the contributions of this article would be summarized as follows:
(1) We introduces highway network into a BGRU model using attention mechanism in the task of relation extraction. The use of highway network helps to capture much more semantics features between words.
(2) Compared with the single Att-BGRU model and other popular relation extraction models using distant supervision, the proposed model could obtain more precise representation of relations and achieve better performance.
(3) To demonstrate the usability of the proposed model, we apply it in the analysis for geological data and obtain preferable display results for the task of relation extraction.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The next section analyzes the related work on the relation extraction methods. Section III presents the implementation of our method. Section IV illustrates the experiment results. Moreover, Section V discusses the application of our model in analyzing geological data. Finally, the conclusion of this article is drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
As one of the most important task in NLP, relation extraction has drawn much attention over the years. Various methods have been proposed.
Traditional relation extraction methods require manual rules, and employ pattern matching technique to extract corresponding relational instances from texts. Then, supervised machine learning methods transform the relation extraction task into a classification problem on the basis of some annotation tools, e.g., part of speech (POS) tagger and parser, while acquiring effective features. Conventional machine learning classifiers used in the relation extraction task mainly include maximum entropy (ME) model, logistic regression (LR) model, support vector machine (SVM) model, and so on.
Since the distant supervision hypothesis was proposed, many approaches have been developed in the relation extraction based on distant supervision. For example, a multi-class logistic classifier optimized by Gaussian regularization was utilized to extract relationships based on a large-scale corpus that was automatically constructed by aligning a knowledge base with unlabeled sentences. Experiments demonstrated that this method could efficiently reduce the dependence of the model on manually labeling data and obtain satisfactory classification results [11] . Nevertheless, distant supervision may causes noise problem due to the introduction of wrong labels. In order to address this issue, some improvement strategies have been developed. For example, a multi-instance model was designed in the situation that an entity pair might have multiple relationships [12] . A multi-instance multi-label model with Bayesian network was proposed for relation extraction [13] .
In recent years, a large number of relation extraction methods based on deep learning have been presented. For example, a CNN model was proposed for the relation extraction task [24] . As the input of CNN model, all words in corpus are embedded into low-dimensional vectors on the basis of word features and position features. An attention-based bidirectional LSTM model for relation extraction was proposed [20] . Through the combination of neural attention mechanism and LSTM, the most important semantic information in a sentence is captured. This model does not utilize any features derived from lexical resources or NLP systems and outperforms most of relation extraction methods. Moreover, deep learning method using distant supervision is a hot issue of handling relation extraction task and tremendously attracts researchers' attention. For instance, in order to minimize the error from distant supervision, a CNN relation extraction model combined with sentence level attention mechanism was proposed [14] . The high-quality sentences were assigned higher weights, while noisy sentences got smaller weights through this attention mechanism. The experimental result indicated that the combination of deep learning model with neural attention mechanism could effectively reduce the error and improve the performance of relation extraction.
Recently proposed highway network is a NN framework that learns how to control the flow of information in the network through gating units. Highway network is mostly suitable for image recognition field when building extremely deep networks. There are quite few attempts of highway network in NLP field. The combination of CNN and highway network was proven to be effective when building a characteraware neural language model. Then, the addition of highway network layer could extract much more comprehensive semantics features between characters [22] .
Although there are many methods in the relation extraction task, there is still room on further improving the computational performance and enhancing the cross-domain adaptability of the relation extraction model. Then, the design of the model structure is one of the future research topics along this direction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to incorporate highway network into attention-based RNN model in distant supervised relation extraction.
III. THE PROPOSED MODEL
On the basis of the above works [14] , [20] , [22] , we propose a novel hybrid relation extraction model through the use of neural attention mechanism. The architecture of our model is shown in Fig. 1 , where those key modules are analyzed as follows.
A. INPUT WORD REPRESENTATION
In our method, the input layer is the bottom component of this NN model, whose output is sent to the BGRU layer. Here, each input word is converted into a low dimensional vector which implicates its semantic meaning. Considering the fact that those words which are closer to head or tail entity are more weighty in the task of relation extraction, we use position features (PF) to describe input words.
For a given sentence composed of n words, S = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c n }, we transform each word c i into a low fixed dimensional vector e i , where i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Specifically, all words in New York Times corpus used in our experiment are indexed first, and then for each word in S , we match the index of c i to an embedding matrix W ∈ R d W ×|V | , where d W is the size of word embedding and V is a fixed vocabulary including all words of train and test datasets.
PF is used to describe the relative distances of the current word to head and tail entity in a sentence. It is similar to [24] . For example, for the sentence ''John was born in Beijing where he completed his first degree in economics'', firstly we can calculate the relative distances from ''born'' to head entity ''John'' and tail entity ''Beijing''. They are −2 and 2, respectively. Secondly, both relative distances are mapped to vectors p 1 , p 2 , respectively. And PF equals to the join of the two.
Finally, the input word c i is represented as the join of e i and PF, and we defined it as x i .
B. BIDIRECTIONAL GATED RECURRENT UNIT (BGRU) NETWORK
Generally, the thinking of human brain is persistent. For example, when reading articles, we can understand each word on the basis of understanding the previous words we read. RNN is a type of NN architecture that has recurrent structure to preserve previous information continually. However, the performance of RNN may be not theoretically perfect in practice. It would lose the ability to preserve and process information long ago, and suffer from gradient vanishing problem as time goes on [25] .
In order to tackle this problem, some special alternatives of RNN were proposed, and the most representative methods are LSTM [15] and GRU [16] . Both of them could capture long short-term dependencies through a gating mechanism. However, GRU may be comparable to LSTM, since it is with a simpler structure and a lower computational complexity [17] .
Here, GRU-based network is used to train and gain context semantic features for each input word of S. As a gated RNN, GRU controls the flow of information through reset gate and update gate. In this article, the input is x t , where t is the current time step. And h t indicates the state of the hidden layer at time t . Specifically, two key parts compose the GRU-based network. One is a reset gate r j t with corresponding weight matrices W r and U r , for the j-th GRU hidden unit. When reset gate is closed (r j t = 0), the previous state h t−1 is ignored and the current state is defined by the current input x t only, which means the possibility of dropping all information that is useless for current hidden state. The other is update gate z j t designed to regulate the degree of the information from previous state h t−1 transmitted to the current hidden state h t , with corresponding weight matrices W z and U z . Moreover, h j t represents candidate activation based on previous state h t−1 and current input x t , with corresponding weight matrices W h and U h . The final output of the hidden unit h t includes the previous part computed by multiplying 1 − z The whole data flows of the j-th GRU hidden unit are shown as follows:
where σ (·) is the logistic element-wise sigmoid function that can be represented as σ (x) = 1 1+e −x (x ∈ R) in this article, and tanh(·) is the hyperbolic tangent function that can be represented as tanh(x) = e x −e −x e x +e −x (x ∈ R) in our method.
Here, represents the Hadamard product, also known as element-wise product, which means the product of the corresponding elements of two matrices.
When extracting semantic features of words, the above architecture based on positive-sequence of time could only consider the historical information well, even if future information is as important as historical information for the representation of words in S.
Then, BGRU network deals with this problem by introducing a future layer in which input sequence of data is in reverse direction. Therefore, this network uses two hidden layers to extract information from the past and the future. These two hidden layers are connected to the same output layer. This network makes full use of context information of input sequence. In consideration of it, BGRU network is adopted in this article. The left-GRU layer learns the historical information of x t by feeding the positive-sequence of S, and the right-GRU obtains the future information of x t through feeding the reverse of S. The final output of the i-th word of sentence S is represented by the following equation:
where − → h i and ← − h i represent the output of the i-th word through left-GRU layer and right-GRU layer, respectively. And ⊕ is an element-wise sum, which means the sum of those corresponding elements of two matrices. 5708 VOLUME 6, 2018
C. HIGHWAY NETWORK
It is verified that simply attention-based deep learning models could perform well in the task of relation extraction [20] , [26] , [27] . Nevertheless, there is still some additional room for improvement along this direction. Here, the highway network is employed to capture much more semantic features between words. In this article, the output h of BGRU is sent to highway network layer.
Highway network mainly learns how to control the flow of information in the network through gating units. Two nonlinear transforms T and C are defined in highway network. The former is called as the transform gate with corresponding weight matrix W T and the latter is known as the carry gate with corresponding weight matrix W C . Hence, the output y is computed by the following affine transform:
Normally, C is set to 1 − T for simplicity. Thus, the highway network layer could be also calculated by: (7) where the dimensions of h and y have to match, so that W H and W T should be square matrices here. The activation functions of H and T are rectified linear unit (ReLU) and sigmoid, respectively. Here, ReLU function is defined as ReLU(x) = max{0, x}, where x ∈ R.
Particularly, from (7) we could observe that:
By performing a Jacoby change on (8), we could obtain:
Here, because of the introduction of gating units, highway network has the ability to balance its behavior between a traditional plain layer and a layer just passing the inputs through. Highway network has an unique advantage for super deep NN training, whose optimization is not hampered even if the number of network depth increases to one hundred.
In addition, highway network could also be used in NLP tasks to deepen the intrinsic relevance of the features extracted by the upper NN. A typical example is the combination of CNN and highway network for constructing neural language models [22] . Compared with the single CNN model, the addition of highway network could be able to extract the intrinsic relevance between character features acquired by CNN, and experimental results demonstrated that the final acquired representations of characters are much more comprehensive and semantic.
Here, we use highway network to enhance the relevance between features acquired by BGRU layer, and get the vector representation of words with deeper semantic connotations. The bias b T of T is initialized as negative number in general, so that the carry function C could carry large enough original information. We also adopt this way to initialize b T in this article.
D. ATTENTION
Recently, neural attention mechanism originated from the human visual attention process has achieved great success in a wide range of applications, including machine translations [28] , abstractive sentence summarization [29] , speech recognition [30] - [32] , and many others.
Here, we utilize neural attention mechanism in the relation extraction task. In Fig. 1 , it is located on the fourth and fifth tiers of our model architecture, after word representation, BGRU, and highway network. It is obviously that each entity pair may correspond to more than one sentence in the corpus and each sentence consists of a number of words. In response to it, we employ two kinds of attention mechanisms, i.e., attention of words and attention of sentences.
1) ATTENTION OF WORDS
Generally, if all word vectors obtained by BGRU and highway network are treated equally for the representation of sentence S, there would be a waste of computational time on some unimportant words. Consequently, motivated by [20] , we give a weight to each element of the input sequence through a attention of words and focus on the most important parts of the input sentence. Here, the weight represents the dependence of current output on each words, where ''1'' means totally dependent and ''0'' represents completely independent.
The key issue of attention here is to calculate the weight α i of word c i in a sentence S automatically. Here, α i is computed by:
where y i is generated by highway network, and w is a parameter vector to be trained. Note that i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} and n is the length of sentence S. The vector representation s of sentence S is computed by a weighted sum of y i as follows:
Finally, after applying a nonlinear function on s, we obtain:
2) ATTENTION OF SENTENCES
It is assumed in distant supervision that a sentence including two entities represents this entity pair's relation in the knowledge base. However, it may generate a large number of noise training samples, which seriously damages the final results [33] . To address this issue, the distant supervised VOLUME 6, 2018 relation extraction is treated as a multi-instance problem in some works [12] - [14] . Here, the attention of sentences is utilized to compute the weights of all sentences towards a specified entity pair. Thus, the noise caused by distant supervision could be greatly reduced.
Let L be a set containing all sentences for a specific entity pair. Suppose L = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S k } and k is the number of sentences that belong to a same entity pair. Firstly, we calculate the weight β j of sentence S j (j = 1, 2, · · · , k) for the entity pair by:
where A is a a weighted diagonal matrix and d is a parameter vector related to the relation class. And then, the vector representation l of L can be obtained by a weighted sum of s j :
E. CLASSIFYING AND REGULARIZATION
In our model, softmax classifier is used to obtain the conditional probability for each relation class and arg max function is used to pick the predicted relation with maximum probability:
where θ means all parameters of the proposed model, and W l and b l represent the corresponding weight matrix and bias vector of L, respectively. Here, softmax(x i ) is a function calculated by e x i n i=1 e x i −1 , where vector
We define the cost function through the cross entropy of real relation and predicted relation. Moreover, we need an optimized model that could explain the training data well with smallest complexity. Therefore, a regularizer of L 2 -norm is added behind the empirical risk. Regularization is the function of selecting the model whose empirical risk and model complexity are both as small as possible and could avoid overfitting better. Then, the cost function is calculated by:
where the first term is empirical risk and the second term is regularizer. Here, t ∈ R m represents the one-hot represented ground truth of L, r i is the conditional probability of the i-th relation class through the computation of softmax, and m represents the number of relation classes. In (19) , all weight parameters w are constrained through a regularizer of L 2 -norm, where λ is the L 2 -norm hyperparameter. Additionally, through the use of dropout technique [34] , we can effectively alleviate overfitting on the BGRU layer. The details of training would be found in Section IV.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, our experiments are conducted on New York Times corpus with the purpose of verifying the effectiveness of adding highway network on the typical GRU-based model, while demonstrating the performance of our proposed model. Moreover, the hyperparameter settings and the impact of those parameters used in highway network layer are analyzed.
A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
The proposed model is evaluated on a real-world dataset which is originally released in [23] . This dataset was generated through aligning New York Times corpus with Freebase on the basis of distant supervision. Here, the entity mentions in text were found from those phrases which were tagged identically by the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer, and the phrases were matched to the entities of Freebase. This dataset as a benchmark one has been popular in many performance test tasks for the relation extraction [12] , [13] . In the experiments, 53 relationships are defined and NA (not any) relation is included in particular to represent the irrelevance between two entities. Hold-out validation is used for the model evaluation. The New York Times corpus is randomly divided into two mutually exclusive datasets. One is defined as train set. The other is defined as test set to evaluate the generalization performance of the proposed model. The detailed statistics of this dataset are showed in Table 1 .
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Here, we train the proposed model and update model parameters through the back-propagation algorithm. We obtain word embedding by Word2Vec tool and the dimension of word vectors is set to 50. The whole hyperparameter settings of our model are summarized in Table 2 . We use Adam [35] as an optimizer with the learning rate of 0.0001. The batch size b is the hyperparameter which means the number of entity pairs during one training or test, and it is fixed to 50. The hyperparameter l S represents the fixed length of sentences, and it is set to 70. The regularization strength λ represents the decay rate of weight, and it is fixed as 10 −4 . Meanwhile, the regularizer is unavailable when λ is set to 0.0. Dropout hyperparameter ρ means the probability that each NN unit is kept and we set it as 0.5.
In term of highway network layer, the important hyperparameters in our model are the number of highway network layers l H and the initialization of transform gate's bias b T . Here, the grid search is utilized to determine the optimum values of these two hyperparameters. We artificially define the range of l H within {1, 2, · · · , 6}. According to the fact that b T is initialized to a negative value aiming to initially enlarge the carry behavior [21] , we manually define the range of b T within {−8.0, −7.0, · · · , −1.0}. The impact of these two hyperparameters on model performance measured by average precision (AP) are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively, where other hyperparameters of the model have been tuned to their optimum values.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the above experimental corpus and settings, we conduct the experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of adding highway network and the performance of our model on the relation extraction task.
1) EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGHWAY NETWORK LAYER
To investigate the effectiveness of highway network layer, two models are trained on New York Times corpus in the same experimental environment. One is the Att-BGRU model, and the other is the proposed Att-BGRU-HN model. For all test data, the AP values of these two models are calculated as the metric, and the final results are shown in Table 3 . It can be easily seen from the results that the addition of highway network layer could improve the performance of relation extraction commendably.
In addition, we compute the precisions for the top N (N = 100, 200, 300) of these two model on the entity pairs with more than one sentence in our corpus, so that the performance of sentence-level attention mechanism could be seen obviously. The comparison results are shown in Table 4 , where the ''Multi-Instance'' column means the number of sentences we select and use to predict the relationship type for each entity pair to be tested. The result of Table 4 shows that the addition of highway network layer helps to improve the performance of sentence-level attention and extract much more comprehensive semantics features between words in a sentence.
2) COMPARISON WITH SOME EXISTING RELATION EXTRACTION MODEL BASED ON DISTANT SUPERVISION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed model in the relation extraction task, we additionally compare this model with four popular relation extraction methods based on distant supervision. They are Mintz's method [11] , Hoffmann's method [12] , Surdeanu's method [13] , and Att-CNN [14] . Fig. 4 clearly shows the comparison results through precision with the increase of recall value, where computational performance of Att-BGRU and Att-BGRU-HN models is also compared. It is observed from the this figure that the precision value of our model is higher than any other model when the recall rate changes. Therefore, we could draw the conclusion that our Att-BGRU-HN model may outperform those popular relation extraction methods based on distant supervision. The additional highway network layer enables our method to effectively capture much more semantic features between words in the task of relation extraction.
V. APPLICATION OF ATT-BGRU-HN MODEL IN THE ANALYSIS FOR CHINESE GEOLOGICAL DATA
In addition to the above experimental comparison on a popular real-world dataset, we specifically provide an application case in the analysis for Chinese geological data, using our Att-BGRU-HN model.
Generally, the geological data is the veritable ''big data'' with huge quantity and complex types. In recent years, geological data service faces the dual demands of digitization and socialization for both institutions and the public [36] . Then, applying the idea of big data and machine learning techniques to the mining of geological data plays an important role to achieve satisfactory application performance [37] .
The fragmented and unstructured data are a big part of the geological data [38] , [39] . Meanwhile, it is obviously that text data is an important part of unstructured geological data, and the automatic extraction of relations between entities from text has always been an important research direction in unstructured data mining [40] .
In this section, we apply the proposed relation extraction model to the field of Chinese geology. In particular, we select petrology area as the application object. In accordance with the characteristics of petrology, we explore the method of combining Chinese geological data with neural relation extraction based on deep learning, in an effort to further improve mining performance in dealing with geological data.
It is noted here that each sentence is originally a natural segmented word set in English corpus. However, the basic unit of a Chinese sentence is sinogram and therefore word segmentation is necessary. The popular segmentation methods include dictionary based methods and statistical machine learning methods, such as hidden Markov model (HMM), conditional random field (CRF), and deep learning model. Among those available approaches, Jieba [41] , which utilizes HMM to identify out-of-vocabulary words and combines user-defined dictionary to adapt the word segmentation in a specific field, is a suitable word segmentation tool for the geological field.
Here, the schematic diagram of Chinese geological relation extraction with the proposed model is shown in Fig. 5 . In the beginning, the web crawler technology is utilized to collect sentences of geological rocks from Baidu Encyclopedia, and Jieba is used to divide the sentences into words. Secondly, on the basis of distant supervision, we align the three tuples of Chinese geological thesaurus with the above segmented sentence set, which is called as the annotation of the corpus. Here, the final number of annotated sentences is 3050 and training set account for 80.00%. Thirdly, via the proposed relation extraction model, Chinese geological relation extraction task is transformed into a classification problem. We could obtain conditional probability of all relation types for test samples and select the relation type with maximum probability.
The number of relation types in our Chinese geological data is 22, and it includes the most common relation between rocks in the field of petrology. As mentioned before, NA relation is also included to represent the irrelevance between two entities. And the hyperparameter settings are same as those values in Table 2 .
The final AP in this task using our proposed model is 88.10%. There may exist small errors in the results because of the limited experimental corpus. However, it could be found that when the number of relation classes decreases, the accuracy of relation extraction results is greatly increased, and the proposed model is especially suitable for the geological relation extraction. The results comparison between the proposed model with Att-BGRU model are seen in Fig. 6 , which shows the effectiveness of introducing highway network in the task of Chinese geological relation extraction.
We randomly list the test results of six sentences, and they are shown in Table 5 . The fourth column represents the true relationship of samples and the fifth column represents the prediction results of top 3 obtained through our model. The values appeared in parentheses represent their corresponding probability. We can easily see that our model Att-BGRU-HN achieves satisfactory performance in the analysis for Chinese geological data.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a neural relation extraction model, named Att-BGRU-HN, for the relation extraction task. By incorporating highway network into a typical attention-based BGRU network, a novel method is accordingly developed. Experimental results on New York Times corpus aligned with Freebase demonstrate that the proposed model achieves an improvement when highway network layer is added, and outperforms some existing relation extraction methods based on distant supervision. It can be concluded that the introduction of highway network could enable our approach to capture much more useful and semantic information between words. Furthermore, to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model in real data mining applications, we apply it in Chinese geological field and also achieve a satisfactory performance for the task of relation extraction. In the future, we will continue to explore the application of deep learning in relation extraction and analyze the convergence of the proposed model. JING DENG is currently pursuing the master's degree with the University of Science and Technology Beijing, Beijing, China. Her current research interests include machine learning and cyberphysical systems. VOLUME 6, 2018 
